Induction of "allogeneic effect"-like reaction by syngeneic TNP-modified lymphoid cells.
TNP-substituted SRBC-immune spleen cells, when injected into cyclophosphamide-treated recipients, are recognized by T lymphocytes and produce, in the presence of specific antigen (SRBC), significantly more PFC than nonsubstituted cells. Labeling of immune B cells is more important in producing the augmented responses than is the labeling of immune T cells. TNP determinant has to be bound directly to the transferred immune cells to produce enhanced antibody responses, as when recipients were injected with non-substituted immune cells and TNP-substituted non-immune cells simultaneously, no increase in PFC number was noted (lack of a bystander effect). When recipients were rendered tolerant to TNP, two separate effects were observed, dependent on the mode of inducing unresponsiveness. In mice which were treated with TNP over an extended period of time, lack of recognition of TNP was demonstrated, such that TNP-substituted cells failed, when transferred, to produce an augmented response. When a short-term tolerogenic regime was used, the adoptively transferred TNP-labeled cells gave a very poor response (greater than 95% inhibition) due to in vivo suppression and/or killing. These results, together with the lack of influence of tolerance induced to unrelated hapten (DNP or OX), confirm the antigen specificity of the phenomenon. The reaction observed by us shows a striking resemblance with, but not identical to, the "allogeneic effect" produced by MHC encoded alloantigens. Our results extend the list of analogous immune reactions induced by MHC encoded alloantigens and TNP-derivatized self.